ABSTRACT Various deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been used to distinguish between benign and malignant pulmonary nodules using CT images. However, single learner usually presents unsatisfied performance due to limited hypothesis space, or falling into local minima, or wrong selection of hypothesis space. To tackle these issues, we propose to build ensemble learners through fusing multiple deep CNN learners for pulmonary nodules classification. CT image patches of 743 nodules are extracted from LIDC-IDRI database and utilized. First, eight deep CNN learners with different architectures are trained and evaluated by 10-fold cross-validation. Each nodule has eight predictions from the eight primary learners. Second, we fuse these eight predictions by the strategies of majority voting (VOT), averaging (AVE), or machine learning. Specifically, different machine learning algorithms including K-NearestNeighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Trees (DT), Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Random Forests (RF), Gradient Boosting Regression Trees (GBRT) and Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) are implemented. Moreover, the correlation coefficients between the predictions of 10 ensemble learners are calculated, and the hierarchical clustering dendrogram is drawn. It is found that the ensemble learners achieve higher prediction accuracy (84.0% vs 81.7%) than single CNN learner. The overlap ratio among the 10 ensemble learners is much higher than that of the 8 primary learners (62.9% vs 33.2%). In addition, it is shown that ensemble learners are roughly divided into three categories: the first (SVM, MLP, GBRT and RF) achieves the best performance; the second (VOT and AVE) is better than the third (AdaBoost, DT, NB and KNN). VOT and AVE yield higher recall than the machine learning algorithms. These results indicate that ensemble learners based on multiple CNN learners can achieve better performances for pulmonary nodules classification using CT images and that preferred fusion strategies include SVM, MLP, GBRT and RF.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer is the most common malignancy and is the leading cause of the cancer deaths worldwide [1] . Lung cancer presents rapid deterioration after confirmed diagnosis at an
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advanced stage, and the five-year survival rate is only 17.8%, which is much lower than that of other leading cancers [2] . Using CT screening, early detection of lung cancer in the form of pulmonary nodules can increase the 5-year survival rate significantly (up to 55%) [3] , [4] .
Utilizing numerous features extracted from the available CT images and advanced machine learning algorithms, the automatic classification of the early detected pulmonary nodules into benign and malignant categories is essential for the clinical decision [5] , [6] . The nodules with high likelihood of malignance are recommended for biopsy test or surgical resection, and the ones with low likelihood are for CT surveillance [7] .
Approaches of automatic classification of pulmonary nodules can be divided into three categories: (1) the hand-crafted feature engineering based approaches. The lesions are usually segmented first, the features including intensity, shape, texture and wavelength are extracted, and machine learners are trained to give prediction after feature selection [8] . (2) the deep learning based approaches. Without the nodule segmentation, feature extraction and selection, these methods learn representations from image data in a hierarchical network and provide an end-to-end solution [9] . The typical example of deep learning models is the deep convolutional neural network (CNN) [10] . (3) the hybrid approaches. Using deep CNNs as tools of feature extraction, the traditional machine learning (ML) algorithms are applied to fuse the hand-crafted features and CNN learned features and give the final prediction [11] , [12] .
Many deep learning systems have been built for automatic classification of pulmonary nodules, due to their good performance and compact end-to-end architectures [13] . On one hand, the investigators modified the off-the-shelf CNNs which have been proved to possess high representation ability in natural image analysis or used them through transfer learning. The most frequently used networks are LeNet-5 [14] , AlexNet [15] , VGG [16] , GoogLeNet [17] , ResNet [18] . On the other hand, many studies designed their own CNNs. For instance, Messay et al. extracted a set of features from segmented nodule images and achieved a detection sensitivity of 82.6% [19] . Cheng et al. used an unsupervised deep learning method to classify the pulmonary nodules [20] . Sun et al. found that the deep belief networks (DBN) performed the best followed by CNNs [21] . A simple but deep CNN was proposed by Simonyan et al. achieving quite satisfactory performance [16] .
However, a single learner sometimes presents unsatisfied performance due to the issues of limited hypothesis space, or falling into local minima, or wrong selection of hypothesis space [22] . In order to increase the clinical decision-support systems accuracy, several frameworks using ensemble CNN models have been implemented. Li et al. proposed a method in which three optimized CNNs with different input sizes and different depths are constructed to detect lung nodule separately and, then, a logical operator is used to fuse the results [23] . Dou et al. proposed an ensemble CNNs based method employing 3D CNNs for false positive reduction in automated pulmonary nodule detection from CT scans [24] . Although these methods presented very good performance, their framework only included CNN models with very similar structures, which did not efficiently explore the other potential features.
Inspired by the idea of ''Many heads are better than one'', ensemble learning has been one of the most active fields of study in supervised machine learning [25] . The reason why ensemble methods work lies in the statistical, computational and representational pillars [22] . Moreover, bias-variance decomposition and strength-correlation also provide the theoretical proof of the soundness of adopting ensemble methods [26] . Consistent with previous studies, our results indicate that the ensemble learners have better performance than single CNN model and significantly reduce the variance of the primary learners.
Deep learning based ensemble methods are relatively new compared with the conventional ensemble learning methods such as bagging, boosting and stacking [26] . However, the power of ensemble of CNNs has been demonstrated on several benchmark datasets including the German traffic sign recognition benchmark (GTSRB) and ILSVRC [27] . In the method of Multi-Column Deep Neural Network, each column represents a CNN and the average of all columns gives the final prediction. However, in these works, the network architectures of different CNNs are the same and the diversity is from data. Our study utilized the structural diversity, i.e., the architectures of primary learners are different. This type of learners is also known as heterogeneous ensemble [28] .
We propose to build ensemble learners through fusing multiple deep CNN learners for pulmonary nodule classification. Specifically, eight deep CNN learners with different architectures are trained as primary learners to give each nodule eight possibility values of malignancy or benignancy. Second, we fuse these eight predictions by the strategies of majority voting (VOT), averaging (AVE) and several machine learning (ML) methods. Previous study using natural images has shown that the fusion of many deep CNNs may achieve higher classification accuracy than the individual CNN model [29] . However, the advantage of fusion is unknown in medical images.
The contributions and novelties of our study are summed up in three aspects as follows. First, the motivation behind this research is the ensembling of diverse CNN learners with different architectures, each with different leaning perspectives and with different learnt features of pulmonary nodules. Second, the relationships between CNNs are further clarified, which is of reference value for the other related studies to choose appropriate CNN models. Specifically, we examine the correlation of predictions from different CNNs and analyze them using the hierarchical clustering dendrogram. Third, we explore ten methods including VOT, AVE, K-Nearest-Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), Decision Trees (DT), Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Random Forests (RF), Gradient Boosting Regression Trees (GBRT) and Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) to fuse the predictions of the eight CNNs and correspondingly generate 10 ensemble learners. Most of the previous studies only used VOT as the fusion strategy [23] , [30] , [31] . The relationships between the ten FIGURE 1. The schematic overview of the proposed ensemble CNNS model. ensemble learners are revealed, which can help researchers identify the optimal fusion strategy.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. IMAGE DATASET
In our study, all CT images are obtained from the Lung Image Database Consortium and Image Database Resource Initiative (LIDC-IDRI) database [32] , [33] . LIDC-IDRI is a publicly accessible medical images database containing 1,018 cases. Each case includes images from one or more clinical thoracic CT scanners and an associated XML file describing the annotations given by four radiologists. The annotation processes consisted of pointing out the detected lung lesions from the CT scans and giving each lesion a malignancy level ranging from 1 to 5. According to their diameters, the radiologists classified the found lesions into three main categories: ''nodule >= 3 mm'', ''micro-nodule < 3 mm'' and ''non-nodule >= 3 mm''.
Given that the malignancy rate of nodules < 3 mm is very low (< 5 %), they have been considered as irrelevant for this study. We only consider the nodules sized over 3 mm and those recognized by at least three out of four radiologists. In addition, we label the nodules according to their malignancy levels, i.e., the average rating of the four radiologists. Levels 1 to 2.5 are considered to be benign, levels 3.5 to 5 are denoted as malignant. We also disregard all the nodules with the malignancy level of 3. Thus, a total of 743 nodules including 375 malignant nodules and 368 benign nodules are gathered for the experimental analysis in our study.
Since all the images were not acquired from the same CT scanner, they present different resolutions. Therefore, the images are resampled using spline interpolation with a fixed resolution with 0.5 mm/voxel [34] . The nodules were cut out from the CT images in the form of image patches with the sizes of 53×53. The total number of nodule image patches is 2020.To increase the number of samples as required by the depth of CNN models, data augmentation is applied. Each image patch of the extracted nodule candidate is rotated 90 • , 180 • , and 270 • horizontally and vertically [35] , resulting in an eight times expansion of each nodule image patch.
B. THE PROPOSED MULTI-STRUCTURAL DEEP CNNS BASED METHOD
With the aim of extracting much more image features which are of great importance in the nodule malignancy prediction, we propose a new method incorporating eight CNN structures into a single framework. The schematic overview of the proposed ensemble CNNS model is displayed in Fig. 1 .
It consists of two main steps which are ''generation of the nodule prediction probability'' and ''fusion of the prediction probabilities''.
In the first step, eight different CNN models are designed to predict the pulmonary nodule malignancy. The eight CNNs are named as N Agile , N Alex , N Cifar , N GoogLe , N Res , N IncepRes , N TransAlex and N TransCifar, respectively. Their architectures are developed fromeight CNN models frequently implemented in medical imaging including AgileNet, AlexNet, CifarNet, GoogLeNet, ResNet, Inception-ResNet, Transfer-AlexNet and Transfer-CifarNet, respectively. All the CNN models have the receptive field of size 53 × 53. On one hand, the computational blocks of some CNNs such as AlexNet form a single chain. On the other hand, other CNN models such as ResNet have more complex topologies where the blocks are interconnected to form a direct acyclic graph (DAG) [30] . In the following, CNNs with chain architecture and with DAG architecture are presented.
The CNN models with chain architecture include N Alex , N Agile , N Cifar , N TransAlex and N TransCifar . As shown in Fig. 2(a) and (c), N Agile and N Cifar resulted from modifying the original structure of AlexNet and CifarNet. The N Agile model has the structure of LeNet, utilizing the ReLU, LRN, and the dropout strategy from the AgileNet [35] . Its structure is given in Fig. 2(b) . N TransAlex and N TransCifar are two transfer learning models which exploit the advantages of the pre-trained CifarNet and AlexNet networks and they are fine-tuned using our patches of pulmonary nodule [13] .
The CNN models with DAG architecture include N GoogLe , N Res and N IncepRes , and their structures are shown in Fig. 2(d) , (e) and (f), respectively. The original GoogLeNet consists of 22 layers, which was designed with an input of 224 × 224 pixel images. The number of layers is reduced to fit our dataset with image patches of 53 × 53 resulting in a new network structure called N GoogLe . With regard to our dataset, a ResNet-like architecture (N Res ) has been used. As shown in Fig. 2(d) , N Res adopts the shortcut connections and element-wise addition of ResNet, but has different number of layers and parameter settings with those of ResNet [18] . N IncepRes is developed from Inception-ResNet, which is a network designed to explore the advantages of GoogLeNet and ResNet. Its structure includes five convolutional layers and one fully connected layer.
Actually we have used the same training strategy for all the CNN models after the training strategy is optimized through N Agile . The optimized parameters include the learning rate of 0.0005, the learning rate decay of 5.5, the batch size of 32, and the initialization method of Gaussian.
In the second step, in order to combine the image features and nodule information extracted by different CNN models, ten different fusion methods are used to yield the final pulmonary nodule malignancy prediction results. The fusion methods include VOT [36] , [37] , AVE, KNN, SVM, NB, DT, MLP, RF [25] , GBRT [38] and AdaBoost. 
C. THE MULTIPLE DEEP CNNS TRAINING AND CROSS-VALIDATION
The procedure of implementing the proposed pulmonary nodule classification framework is illustrated in Fig. 3 . First, ten-fold cross-validation experiments are carried out for each of the eight deep CNN architectures. In other words, the whole dataset D is split into ten disjoint subsets D1, D2, . . . , D10. 9 subsets are added to the training set and the remaining is used for testing. Doing so resulted in performing 10 times classification tasks for each of the eight CNN structures. For instance, for all the nodules (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) contained in the test set of D1, each CNN provides a prediction probability of the nodule malignancy as [P CNN1(x1) , P CNN2(x1) , . . . , P CNN8(x1) ]. Then, all the prediction probabilities will be merged to form a new dataset D'. That is, performing the cross-validation on the subset D using the eight different CNN models will produce the output D' = {[P CNN1(x1) , P CNN2(x1) , . . . , P CNN8(x1) ], [P CNN1(x2) , P CNN2(x2) . . . , P CNN8(x2) ], . . . , [P CNN1(xn) , P CNN2(xn) . . . , P CNN8(xn) ]}. After performing the cross-validation experiments using the eight CNN models, their respective outputs are fused in ten different ways yielding ten different classification results.
For the eight machine learning models, D' is split into ten new disjoint subsets {D1', D2', . . . D10'}; 9 subsets are added to the training set and the remaining is used for testing. Doing so resulted in performing 10 times classification tasks for each of the machine learning models. Finally, each image (x n ) in the dataset (D) can obtain a predicted result; for the majority Voting (VOT) and Averaging (AVE), new dataset D' will be used as input of the fusion networks to produce the final classification results immediately. In majority voting, the predicted class label for a particular sample is the class label that represents the majority of the class labels predicted by each individual CNN classifier. Given that our study is a binary classification task, VOT can be performed as follows:
where P(x n ) is the final prediction result for image x n using Voting method (n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . , 2020). Label CNN i (x n ) represents the classification result for each CNN model of
Similarly, Averaging (AVE) can be performed using the following function:
where P(x n ) is the final prediction result for image x n using Averaging method(n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . . . , 2020). P CNNi (x n ) is the predicted result for each CNN model of x n . We conducted the experiments on the individual CNNs model using Caffe ,which is an open source deep learning software framework, and used the scikit-learn Python library to implement our ensemble model using VOT, AVE, KNN, SVM, NB, DT, MLP, RF, GBRT and AdaBoost.
All the experiments were conducted on a workstation with Ubuntu operating system, CPU Intel Xenon E5-2640 v4 @ 2.40 GHz, GPU NVIDIA Quadro M4000 and 32G RAM.
D. THE QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS METRICS
In the aim of evaluating the performance of the proposed deep learning based pulmonary nodule classification system, five metrics have been used including the accuracy, recall, precision, F1-score and area under the curve (AUC). Using the true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false negative (FN), and false positive (FP), the accuracy, recall, precision and F1-score can be calculated as follows: where TP is the number of positive examples classified as positive, FP is the number of negative examples classified as positive, TN is the number of negative examples classified as negative and FN is the number of positive examples classified as negative.
A receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve is a graphical tool which examines the performance of a binary classifier. The AUC is an important metric for model comparison, which is calculated from the ROC. A confusion matrix is a tabular representation assessing the performance of a classifier, which contains significant information regarding actual and predicted classifications done typically on the test data.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE EIGHT CNNS AND TEN FUSION STRATEGIES
The prediction performance of each of the eight CNN models on the LIDC-IDRI dataset is shown in Table 1 . It is observed that, for most of the eight CNN networks implemented, the accuracy can reach around 80%, demonstrating that CNN models are able to effectively extract discriminative representations from CT image for distinguishing between benign and malignant pulmonary nodules. In addition, the CNN models with chain architecture achieved better performance as compared with those with DAG architecture. For example, N TransCifar and N Cifar achieved the highest accuracy (81.7%) and AUC (0.88), respectively. In contrast, N Res yielded the worst prediction results achieving the lowest accuracy (61.5%) and AUC (0.57). Although the performance of ResNet in general classification is known to be better than that of AlexNet, the N Res performance is 19.4% lower than that of N Alex in our study. This may be due to the small size of medical images [39] .
With regard to the accuracy, AUC, recall, precision and F1-score, the classification results achieved by each of the ten fusion strategies used in our framework are illustrated in Table 2 . It is observed that most of the classifiers yielded quite impressive prediction performance. Their accuracy, AUC, recall and F-score range from 82.4 % to 84.0 %, 0.87 to 0.91, 83.7 % to 93.6 % and 83.5 % to 88 %, respectively. Thus, it is undeniable that the combination of many CNN structures into a single framework yields more features about the pulmonary nodules; which leads to more accurate and effective prediction of the nodule malignancy. In addition, GBRT method achieved the highest accuracy of 82.4 % with the sensitivity of 88.6 % while voting method achieved an accuracy of 81.8% with the highest sensitivity of 93.6 %. The ROC curves as well as the AUC of the proposed system applying ten different fusion methods are depicted in Fig. 4 . The performance of each of the eight CNN models implemented separately is illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) .
A careful comparison of the AUC values shows that there exist significant differences in the predictions results yielded by different CNNs models. As it can be seen, CNN models with DAG architecture. The highest AUC of 0.89 is achieved by N Cifar . Fig. 4 (c) and (d) display the prediction performance of the ten fusion strategies. It can be seen that the peak of nine of the ten curves is quite close to the upper left corner of the graph. Moreover, the average AUC value achieved by the proposed multiple CNNs based system and the single CNN model is 0.88 and 0.79, respectively. Furthermore, three of the fusion strategies (MLP, NB and GBRT) achieved the highest AUC (0.91) while only one of the eight CNN models could achieve an AUC of 0.89 (N Cifar ). Therefore, the developed system comprising multiple CNN structures can achieve greater classification performance as compared with a single CNN system.
For the 8 kinds of ML methods, the aim is to find the ''best'' combinations of 8 CNNs. To give each CNN a weight and combine them linearly is one alternative way. We had conducted one experiment where we give each CNN model a weight and sum the weighted predictions up as the final prediction. The value of weight is in the range of 0 to 1 with an interval of 0.01, the sum of 8 weights is set as 1.0, and the grid search is done to find the ''best'' prediction. The linear weighting method driven by grid search can achieve comparable performance with ML methods. However, it has higher computational cost than the ML methods (32 hours vs a few minutes). Finally, we suggest using ML methods to generate ensemble learners for the fusion of multiple CNNs.
In this study, confusion matrices of the ten fusion strategies are shown in Table 3 . One can see that majority voting and averaging yielded significantly lower false negative (FN) rate and higher false positive (FP) rate as compared with other classifiers.
B. CORRELATION ANALYSIS OF THE PREDICTION RESULTS
The Pearson correlation coefficient has been used to assess the prediction performance of the eight different CNN models and the ten fusion strategies. The heatmaps of the correlation coefficient matrices for the eight CNN models as well as the ten fusion methods are shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(c) , respectively.
Considering the CNN models, it was found that the Pearson correlation coefficients of N Agile , N Alex , N Cifar , N TransAlex and results between different fusion strategies is generally greater than that of the single CNN models. In addition, SVM and MLP show the highest correlation, whereas AdaBoost and DT have the lowest correlation. Fig. 5(d) , it is found that SVM and MLP are in one clade, RF, GBRT, SVM and MLP are in a large clade. AVE and VOT are in one clade and AdaBoost is substantially different from all the other fusion strategies. It suggests that the researchers can choose one fusion strategy from a clade and do not need to try all the strategies of the same clade. the accuracy and AUC of ensemble learners decrease for all the 10 fusion strategies.
C. PERFORMANCE VS THE NUMBER OF CNNS
From the results illustrated in Fig. 6 , one can see that the ACC of AVE and VOT increases a little bit after removing the CNN models with DAG architectures. The reason lies on the fact that these two methods treat each CNN equally and their final predictions deteriorate due to the introduced noise by the CNN models with DAG architectures. However, for the ML methods, ACC does not increase after removing the CNN models with DAG architectures. This is because of the fact that the noise caused by the CNN models with DAG architectures can be prohibited through assigning minor weight to CNNs with the poor performance. Table 4 summarizes some recently conducted works on pulmonary nodule classification using the LIDC dataset. Sun et al. [21] developed a system based on DBNs and achieved an accuracy of 81.2%. Kumar et al. [40] used 4303 instances from LIDC dataset and obtained an overall accuracy of 75.01% with a sensitivity of 83.35% over a 10-fold cross-validation. They used autoencoder to extract feature and the decision tree as the classifier. Zhao et al. [35] built an agile convolutional neural network for pulmonary nodule classification achieving an accuracy and AUC of 0.822 and 0.877, respectively. Liu et al. presented a novel end-to-end deep learning architecture named dense convolutional binary-tree network (DenseBTNet) and the accuracy and AUC of 0.883 and 0.931 were achieved [41] . Shen et al. used a novel interpretable deep hierarchical semantic convolutional neural network (HSCNN) and 3D CNN for lung nodule malignancy classification [42] . The accuracy of our fusion strategies (GBRT: 84.0%) is higher than that of most of these existing methodologies.
D. PROPOSED APPROACH PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH SOME EXISTING WORKS
Indeed, with the rapid development of deep CNN technology, the elaborately designed CNNs achieve higher accuracy than the single CNN implemented in our study and even the ensemble learner [41] , [42] . These approaches are based on the 3D CNN which is supposed to be of higher accuracy than eight 2D CNNs employed in our study. The newly proposed or developed approaches (e.g., [41] , [42] ) or any new method in the future can also be included in the ensemble learner as a single learner. The ensemble learner can outperform anyone of its single learners.
Compared with ImageNet, LIDC-IDRI dataset with 1,018 cases which is widely used in pulmonary nodule classification is very small. Therefore, the computational complexity of our single learners, ensemble learners and other state-ofthe-art approaches is acceptable. For example, one folder of the cross-validation of N TransAlex including training and test only takes half an hour. Ensemble learners only take several minutes. The 3D input of Ref. [41] , [42] (64 × 64 × 64 and 52 × 52 × 52) will make these models be of the higher time complexity than our single 2D CNN [43] . The training of our ensemble learners takes about 4 hours which is less than or comparable with that of other 3D state-of-the-art approaches (e.g., about 5 hours in Ref [42] ). In addition, our CNN correlation analysis (Section III. B) enables us to select effective and limited number of single learners to limit the computational complexity. 
E. DISTRIBUTION STATISTICS OF PREDICTED RESULTS
Distribution analysis of the prediction results is shown in Fig. 7 . One can see that the proportion of all the pulmonary nodules correctly classified by the system comprising multiple CNN models is larger than that in the system with one CNN model (62.9% vs 33.2%). But in the situation whereby all the classifiers get false results, the result is the opposite (6.2% vs 1.5%). It implies that the fusion significantly reduces the variance of the primary learners while increasing classification performance.
In Fig. 7(a) , the proportion of the patch in benign is larger than that in malignant when the classification error ranges from 3 to 7. For example, when the number of classification error is 4 (malignant: 3.1% vs benign: 4.0%) and the number of classification error is 7 (malignant: 0.7% vs benign: 2.6%). This situation does not appear in the fusion strategies. Although the ratio of the number of patches is relatively low (1.4% -2.5%) when the number of classification error ranges from 3 to 7, the number of patches increased significantly in the situation whereby all the classifiers get false results, reaching 6.2%.
Ensemble learning will reduce the diversity of classification results. This kind of reduction gives rise to two outcomes: (1) The relative number of samples correctly predicted by all 10 ensemble learners will increase as shown in the left side of Fig. 7(b) , compared with that by 8 single CNN learners. (2) Meanwhile, the relative number of samples wrongly predicted by 8-10 ensemble learners will also rise as shown in the right side of Fig. 7(b) .
To visually evaluate the malignancy predictions yielded by ten fusion strategies, some image patches are shown in Fig. 8 . Sixteen patches correctly classified by all the ten ensemble learners are presented in the first row. It seems that the malignant nodules are of large size and irregular surroundings, whereas the benign ones usually have regular surroundings.
There are sixteen examples of the nodules incorrectly classified by all the ten ensemble learners in the third row. In the second row, half of the ensemble learners achieved correct predictions and half achieved incorrect ones. These patches demonstrate the high heterogeneity of pulmonary nodules in the appearances on CT images and high significant difficulty of accurately predicting the malignancy. Moreover, it is almost impossible to generalize the semantic features from the visual inspection and most features used by deep CNNs and ensemble learners are agnostic.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
In this study, we built eight deep CNN learners of N Agile , N Alex, N Cifar , N GoogLe , N Res , N IncepRes , N TransAlex and N TransCifar to classify pulmonary nodules from CT images. These learners are constructed through utilizing the offthe-shelf CNNs which have been proved to possess high representation ability in natural image analysis using the strategies of model modification or transfer learning. They have different network architectures which are thought to generate distinct features. Subsequently, ten methods including majority voting, averaging and 8 machine learning algorithms are investigated to enable the ensemble learners to integrate these features. The performance results of these learners are evaluated and compared and their relationships are clarified.
A. MULTIPLE CNN MODELS FUSION STRATEGY FOR OBTAINING EFFECTIVE PREDICTION RESULTS
Apart from structural diversity of deep CNNs, our study also emphasizes the combination or fusion methods of the primary learners. There are mainly two categories of fusion methods: the weighting methods and meta-learning methods. VOT and AVE are the typical examples of weighting methods [44] and the weighted linear combination and logical operator also belong to the weighting methods [23] , [24] . Our method is a meta-learning method and it is trained by the labels and predictions of primary learners.
To identify the effective machine learning methods is crucial, but it has not been done previously for ensemble of multiple deep CNNs. Parmar et al. have evaluated 12 machine learning methods and 14 feature selection methods for classifying lung cancer patients into two labeled survival classes [45] . However, this work is for the model using the hand-crafted features. We had investigated ten fusion methods including VOT, AVE, KNN, SVM, NB, DT, MLP, RF, GBRT and AdaBoost. It is found that some machine learning based fusion methods present higher ACC, AUC, Precision and F1-score than VOT and AVE (weighting methods) and VOT and AVE result in the problem of higher recall.
According to the hierarchical clustering dendrogram of the prediction results yielded by each of the 10 ensemble methods, we found that SVM and MLP are in one clade, RF, GBRT, SVM and MLP are in a large clade. AVE and VOT are in one clade, and AdaBoost is substantially different from all the other fusion strategies. The findings agree with the known characteristics and architectures of these fusion methods. According to the categories by Kotsiantis et al. [46] , both SVM and MLP belong to the artificial neural work or perceptron-based learning by nature. NB and KNN are statistical learning algorithms, NB belongs to the subcategory of Bayesian networks, and KNN belongs to the subcategory of instance-based learning. DT belongs to logic based algorithms, and AdaBoost is a sequential strategy which is completely different with other parallel methods. Both RF and GBRT are well-known ensemble learning methods. Considering the top rank of classification performance, GBRT and RF are recommended for other applications wherein fusions of multiple primary learners are necessary.
B. SELECTION OF THE CNN STRUCTURES
Recently, due to its ability to automatically discover features from high-dimension data, deep CNNs have been successfully used in many application areas including detection and classification of pulmonary nodules. However, the CNN performance is highly dependent on its structure and the problem at hands; which makes the implementation of CNNs very challenging especially for beginners. Therefore, there is an urgent need of proposing a method to facilitate the selection of CNNs structure.
We have investigated eight CNN models including N Agile , N Alex , N Cifar , N GoogLe , N Res , N IncepRes , N TransAlex and N TransCifar . Although all these CNN models have achieved satisfactory prediction results, they present different structures and may not achieve the same performances when applied to different problems. Moreover, according to the disposition of their computational blocks, the eight CNN models can be classified into two categories: CNNs with chain architecture and with direct acyclic graph (DAG) architecture. The CNNs with chain architecture include N Alex , The prediction results of different CNNs may overlap, but no CNN is exactly involved in others. We have done the correlation analysis of the prediction results driven by different CNNs to show the possible overlapping. The highest correlation coefficient is 0.82 between the results of N TransCifar and N Cifar . To know whether some CNNs are redundant, we had studied the dependence of the performance of ensemble learners on the number of CNNs, as shown in Section III. C and Fig. 6 . It is found that, the accuracy and AUC of ensemble learners decrease as the number of CNNs decreases below eight for all 10 fusion strategies. In other words, the best results are obtained when the number of CNNs is 8. Hence we suppose that each CNN extracts different features of lung nodules. However, unique/specific features of each CNN can't be determined right now due to the difficulty of interpretation of CNN models. Some methods of interpretation of deep CNN models, such as Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) [47] , may be used to present unique/specific features of each CNN in our next study.
C. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Although eight deep CNN learners and ten ensemble learners are investigated and competitive performance for pulmonary nodule classification is achieved, there are some limitations in this work. First, the ensemble leaner takes a higher computational cost than a single primary leaner. Especially, while the primary learner is the deep CNN model, the training time might be longer and should be taken into account. The multi-crop pooling strategy might be another way for producing multi-scale feature without using multiple networks [48] . Second, only the patches with size of 53 × 53 are used. Multiple scales or receptive fields have been reported to increase the diversity of extracted features and improve the classification performance further [24] . Third, the 3D contextual information is not utilized for 2D CNNs have been employed in this study. With the emerging development in deep learning, especially deep CNN, the single learner has presented better performance than our ensemble learners [50] , [51] . However, the performance results can not prevail over the meaning of ensemble leaning and the significance of revealing the correlation between different CNN learners and fusion strategies. Furthermore, the ensemble learning and the revealed correlations can be extended to other classification tasks in medical images. Fourth, the diversity of single primary learners is not considered and optimized and all learners in this study belong to the category of deep CNNs. Finally, the percentage of human errors in distinguishing between malignant and benign pulmonary nodules is unknown because there is no ground truth given by pathology in LIDC-IDRI dataset. The new dataset with pathological diagnosis, CT images and radiology diagnosis is urgently needed. We plan to investigate those issues in the near future.
V. CONCLUSION
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